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Angry Robot, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 175 x 106 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. America s long sent its best SMASH agents overseas to deal with the
European crisis. As of today, they decided dismantling your operation was more important than
containing the Bastogne Broach. Now you re dealing with the real professionals. Paul Tsabo
Bureaucromancer. Political activist. Loving father. His efforts to decriminalize magic have made
him the government s #1 enemy - and his fugitive existence has robbed his daughter of a normal
life. Aliyah Tsabo-Dawson Videogamemancer. Gifted unearthly powers by a terrorist s magic.
Raised by a family of magicians, she s the world s loneliest teenager - because her powers might kill
anyone she befriends. The Unimancers Brain-burned zombies. Former mancers, tortured into
becoming agents of the government s anti- mancer squad. An unstoppable hive-mind. When Paul
accidentally opens up the first unsealed dimensional broach on American soil, the Unimancers lead
his family in a cat-and-mouse pursuit all the way to the demon-haunted ruins of Europe - where
Aliyah is slowly corrupted by the siren call of the Unimancers.
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This ebook might be worth a read, and superior to other. It is probably the most amazing publication we have read. Your lifestyle period will likely be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Alana McCullough-- Alana McCullough

It is an remarkable ebook which i have possibly read. It really is packed with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely easy way which is
only after i finished reading through this pdf by which really altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Dr. Nikolas Mayer-- Dr. Nikolas Mayer
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